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Mean
Measures of Median

Center

Mean

Median

Measures of
Variability

s read

Outlier

First

Quartile

( vprr)

Third

Quartile

Mode Wlos-) c)ccüed

The avevaoe of Find 
5+4+2+6 

the mean:
+3=20

a data set, found by adding

all values and dividing by

the number of data points

The
value of a data set; O f gÜcVle tap)
the data is less than this
value, and -NYcis greater 65.65.70.75.80.80, 85.90, 95, 100

than it

Range
Interquartile Range (IQR)

The between
65, 65, 70, 75, 80,'80, 85, 90, 95, 100

the and
Range = highest # - lowest # in the datasc

numbers in
the data set. Range =

A data value that is much
than or

much than the
rest of the data in a data

set.

The value that identifies

the --L.u.e„C 25% of
the data; the median of
the half of

the data set; written as Q.
Value that identifies the

---..-.e-,æ- 25% of the
data; the median of the

up pa/ half of the
data set; 75% of all data is

less than this value;

written as Q.

70

10

12 14

median ot all data.
second quartile

65,65 70, 5,80, 80, 85: go, 95, 100

median of lower pa
first quartiie

median of all

second quaöle

65, 65, 70, 75, 80,85 90 5,100

('medl&n upper p

third quaftle
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Interquartile
Range

Box Plot

Dot Plot

Histogram

The
between th third and

first quartiles; 50% of the

data is contained within

this ran e.

A plot showing the

med (hØ , and

Of a data set;

the middle 50% of the data

is indicated by a box.

plot

that sho s the number of
times a response occurred

in a data set, where each

data value is represented
by a dot.

plot

that sho s the number of
times a response or range

of responses occurred in a

data set. The bars are
and will

be the

across the chart.

IQR = Third Quartile (Q) - First Quartile (Q )

IQR from above

( in the 
Lower Upper

Quartile Quartile
(01)

btvh?S

Minimum

o 10 20

25

20

40 

Median

30 40 50

2 3 4

Maximum

60 70

m

60 80 100 120 140

Statistical Measures No
1. Given the following data for temperatures in the first two weeks of February 2014.

51, 44, 28, 25, 17, 71, 62, 32, 37, 54, 47, 31, 60, 39

Mean: Min: Max:

Median:

3 54
Box Plot:

20 30 140 51)

dæ+a- cl



Statistics Measures and Graphs Practice
Name:

1. Use the box and whisker plot for questions 1-8.

Height
3 May

I
o

03 04 65
a. What is the median?

b. What is the lower quartile (QI)? I n

c. What is the upper quartile (Q3)? IJ4

d. What are the upper and lower extremes (maximum and minimum)? Max =

e. What is the range (Max — Min)?

f. What is the interquartile range (Q3 — QI)? — /uC); 4

g. What percentage of data is located between 60 in and 64 in? 50 
t
//D

h. What percentage of data is located below 64 in?

i. What percentage of data is located below 60 in?

2. Analyze the given histogram which displays the ACT composite score of several randomly chosen
students.

s

3

2

3 30 •s

a. How many students are represented by the histogram? 23

b. How many student scores fall between 15 and 25? I J

c. How many students have scores less than 30? 14 +

d. How many students have scores between 10 and 15 and between 20 and 25?

e. Can you determine how many students scored a 20? Why or why not?

NO/ hl$h) show range;

3



3. Analyze the given dot plot which displays the number of home run e. each of the of the

Atlanta Braves team during the month of April and an e»wer the accordinv)/,

a. How many players are on the team? RVICE

u PAY
b. How many players hit more than 2 home runs?

GecG2

c. How many players hit at least 1 home run? )

d. How many players hit more than 1 and fewer than 9 home runs?

e. How many players scored more than 9 home runs? D cc

f. How many players hit more than 1 and fewer than 5 home runs? 3

g. How many players scored less than 3 home runs? I O eorgz-s

;uard to

4. Mrs. Warren's recent Algebra 1 test had the following scores:

Construct a box-and-whisker plot.

10 100

Min: 70 Median:



1) The heights (in inches) of eight tojnato plants are:

36, 45, 52, 40, 38, a4, 50, and at/

Find the range, mean, median, and jnode(s) of' the tomato plant heights.

Range: -14—— Median: 143 Mode:

2) You and your friend have a friendly competition going on about the scores on your

rnath quizzes. Both of your scores for the first five quizzes are given below.

Your quiz scores: 18, 16, 19, 15, 17

Friend's quiz scores: 20, 20, 13, 12, 17

a) Find the mean, median, and mode of both sets of data.

011: f Median: —Q— Mode:

em: I la. 4 20
b) Do you or your friend have the higher mean? Who has the highest median?

you have hlCJher mecu0/ the med)ccnS are +hZ
same

3) Below are percentages of all doctorates earned by men and women between 1980 and

1989.

College
Boudoin
Carleton
Grinnell
Middlebury
Oberlin
Swarthmore

Women 
45

38
34
36
20
34

Men
48

61
47
46
34
46

a) What is the difference between the meanpfthe percentages of doctorat s earned
women and men? omen: = Men: =

b) What is the difference in the ranges of percentages of doctorates earned by
and women? Range: 

4}-20
W men:

c) How much higher is the median of the percentage of doctorates earned by men than
the median of the percentage earne y--women?

Median: Women: Median: Men:

4) Suppose the students in a class received the following test scores:

85, 90, 65, 75, 90, 95, 80, 80, 70, 85, 85, 100, 60, 750 80, 85,

Create a box-an ot for this data.

Min:
55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105

Median:

Max:



S) A research scientist recorded the following readings for an ex-perimentzhe was working on;
173, 206, 179, 257, 198, 251, 239, 246, 295, 181, 261

Create a box-and-whiskers plot for this data Min:

Median:
165 180 195 2102z 240 255 m as 30 315 03: -357

Max:

6) Identify the requested values by analyzing the box and whisker plots below.a) b)

124 128 132 136 140 144 148 152

124 129 31 1 teo

Min: au
QI:-IA—
Median: I

Max:
Range: 3 te

s

Min:

Median:

Max:
Range: S

7) Which box and whisker plots has the greatest IQR?
net

a)

b)
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

c)

0 10 2

0 10 20 30 4050 60 70 8090

d)

70 80 90
0 10 20 30 4050 60 70 80 90


